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INTRODUCTION

One of the primary difficulties In assessing the state-of-the-art

of educational technology is to arrive at an acceptable definition or

to draw some precise boundaries so that its staius may be examined

with greater accuracy. Certainly the past years have generated a

motley array of statements and definitions concerning educational
. .

technology. This author 69 discussed elsewhere two prevailing cpn-

ceptions of educational technology (the physical-science-media and the

behavioral-science concepts), two viewpoints which are often antago,

niotic,- but can be complementary as well (see Sdettler, 1968). Tbe

dominant traditional or media concept of educational technology has

been manifested ih the 'empirical findings which have consistently

shown "no's4gnificant differences"in.improved learning when experi-
.

mental comparfsons of different treatments, such as film vs. print vs.

live tachers, ete,, were made. Although over half a century of both

theoretical and applied research has produced.these results, there is

Videspread sentiment that "technology can make education more produc-

tive,.individual and pow'erful, make learning more immediate; give

instruction a more scientific basis, and make-access to education more

equal" (Report to the President by the Commission on Instructional

Technology, r970, p. 7). Yet, media research'to date forces us to the

conclusion that we know neither how to measure the psychological

effects of media.nor how to,adapt them to the goals and functions of

education.,

1
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The alternative behavioral science conception of educational
I.

technology is not tied to particular media or devices, but rather to a

broader conception of the educational process. In this sense, educa-

tional technology is viewed as a systematic development process or as

A design science pf instruction rather than a prodFct form. For

Glaser, educatiaaal technology is synonymious with "instructional

design" (Glaser, 1968); for Ely, it is a branch ofieddcational theory

and pract.ice concerned."primarily with the design and use of messages

. which control the learning process" (Ely, 1968, p. 4). Gagne,sees it

as "the development of a set of systematic .techniques, and accompanying

practical knowledge, for designing, testing and operating schools"

(Gagne, 1968, p. 6). Mitchell views it as "the intentional and

systematic organization of ideds, activities, and men's physical,

social or psychological environment. to accomplish a specified and

potentlally reproducible educational outcome" (Mitchell, 1971, p..

483). This writer's own definition is that educational technology is

the systematic application Of the knowledge of the behitvi4kal sciences

or other relevant knowledge (i.e., insights and implicEitions flowing

from the humanities nd/or the arts) to the problems of learning and

instruction.

This paper is divided into six sections. The first explores the

historical roots of educational technology. The second summarizes the

status of instructional design and media selection. The third discuses

systems approaches to instruction. The fourth describes spbcific

media technologies for instructionaluses. The fifth reviews problem,

of educational technology, and the eixth looks at prospects of educe-

tional technology for.the remaipder of this century.

2 6
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HISTORICAL ROOTS

The hiStorical roots of educational technology constitute two

major clusters. One cluster lies in educational thought and'practice

of past centuries; the other cluste, lees.in the developing behalkoral

sciences.

Educational Cechnology is basically the product of a grept

historical stream consisting of trial and error, long practice and

imitation, and sporadic manifestations of great-individual creativity

and persuasion. Most iMportanechanges in educational alms and

instructional praetices can be attributed to particular social,

political, and ecdhomic influences. For example, the transformation

of Athens in the fifth century B. C, froman gricultural society into

'the reading maritime power brought.with it a great expansiOn of trade,

a new class of wealtherchanta, and a new attitude toward government.

.These changes led to a demand for tIn education that would prepare

young men to practice business'and politics, a demand soon met by the

Elder Sophists, wha taught what,they.called "the art of living." They

can be considered the true ancestors of modern educational technology

because they laid the groundwork fdi the first Prototype of educational

technology by their systematic analysis of subject-matter and by

desig\p and organization of instructional materials. .They were also

well acquainted with,the problems assoc.iated with human perception,

motive ion, individual(differences,Sand evaluation. They also realized

that di ferric instruCtional strategies were required for various

behavioral outcomes. What is particularly significant is that they

viewed technologyor techne aS the practical art of using knowledge to -

solve problems of learning and instructioA.

5,
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A Throughout the centuries, many edueatol'a have made important

witiatributions to the $rowth'and development of educational technologN.

For exampl,e, the growth 0 knowledge in the seventeenth centurv Aed

Johann Comenius (1590-1(, 70) to envision a system 01 instruction

whereby loArmers could he led inductively to generaii4ud knowledge by

working with notoral 6blects and studying practical things.

Before, the nineteenth century, instruction was essentially that

ot strict recitation of matters learned entirety by rote. This was in

Accord with the.dominant theory that children were innately ev9 and

t hat t_hir nattNes had to be broken an4 brought into complete nubioc-

tion. Jlowever, thete were forerunners 0! contemporary eduC7ational

technology whose theories and concepts were far ahead of prevailing

AucAtional practices of the time. Such men as :John Locke (1632-

1704), Johann Pestalo7,ai (1746-1827), Frederick Froebel (1782.-1852)",

and Johann HerbArt (1776-1841) viewed instruction in more systematic

terms and cognitivel elements came into central focus in the instruc-

t tonal. process .

1.11 the early years- of..this century, American educators looked to

the development of a science of instruction. Edward ThOrndike -0874-

1949) was the e?(emplar of what could be done by empiricalTinductive

means. John Dewey .(1859-1952) also rose to eminence during this

period.and 4ontri uted to educational technology through his concep-

1.ion of -instrU'etio in terms of scientificlmetho4 (see How We Think,

1910). The coming of the, machine age and the realization that 411 who
,

S.

went tp school could not enter white-collar jobs stimulated the growing

,demand for more practical curricula and more functional methodologiedt.

Evolving Slowly were ideason how best to use new media, such as the

4- -

4..
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museum exhibit, the photograph, the projected still picture, and the

motion picture, in instruction.

It took time to bring about widespread changes in content and

m'ethodology. ,In the early decades of this century, small groups of

educators in the United States formed associations which featured the

words "visual instruction" or "visual education," stressing the

pictorial content as opposed to the verbal emphasis of lectures and

books. An early abstiact-concrete continuum deSigned to serve as a

I guide to instruction appeared in nipodition and Illustration in

Teaching, written PT 1910 by John Adams. However, such concepts as

these, followed later by others (i.e., Joseph Weber and Ehar Dale)

seem-to have been introduced more as post hoc rationalizations for

visual instruction (later called audiovisual instruction) than as A

direct influence on the design and development of instructional

hlatertals. It is oclear, for example, that the development of motion

pictures and television occurred almost entirely without reference to

education or learning theory. Historically, "audiovisual materials"
n're

have been used primarily for group or'mass presentation without4

expl'icit regard to individual differences in learning ability. Tradi-.

tionally, the roles of instructional films have been seen as aids to

teaching rather than7as selfIrcontained sequences of instruction.

One factor which characterized general overall thinking about the

use of media in the early decades of this century wa4 specialization
A

in the production aneadministration of. instructional media. At the

outset, following the turn of the.century, coimercial'interests pro-
.

ducing media for school purposes centered on one or two media. Certain

companies made blackboards, others protiuced slides, some produced
ft

41? . 3
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motion pictures, others concentrated on maps and models, one centered

on sets of slides and stereographs, others produced slidefilms, and

some specialized.in recordings.

Parallel with specialization by producers of media there Was

specialization in the administration'of instructional media. For

example, New York State's Division of Visual Education collected and

4istributed lantern slides only. The St. Louis Educational Museum

'concentrated on exhibits. The University of California's Department

of Visual Education in University,Extension distributed motion pictures

only. In a number of universities, the department of visual Instruc-.

tion was in charge of the distribution of motion pictures and another

.department waa charged with education by radio. At one point during

the 1930%, there was a national association'of,"visual educationists,"

a. national association of educators specializing in school excursions,

and a national asiociation of those in charge of education by radio.

As time went on, there were those who administered "audiovisual

materials" under one central unit and who tried o develop a rationale

for the value and place of each medium or device in instruction.

,Development of a Behavioral Science Conception of Educational Technolosy

The relationship between.the behevioral sciences And education'al

technology waa somewhat tenuous during the early years of thisicentury,

but connections have taken e firmer hold 0 recent years. As we have

seen, Edward Thorndike WAS the precursor, of the modern behavioral

science concept of educational technology. Thorndike influenced the

work of W. W. Charters, Douglas Waples, and Franklin Bobbitt, men who
4
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laid mush of the groundwork for a behavioral science technology of

instruction. Another-iiirrtant early development which brought about

a closer relationship between educational technology and the behavioral

sciences was the emergence of programmed instruction in the early

years of this century. Although Sidney L. Pressey is usually

given credit for pioneering the prograMmed Instruction movement, it

was actUally Maria Montessori who devised the first self-correcting

devices as early a's 1912. By the middle of the century, programmed

instruction was recongidered And revised in the work of Crowder (1960)

anj Skinner (1968).

Another important influence on the development of.a behavioral

science educational technology came from the cybernetics tradition.

Shortly before and during World War II, It became iiicreasingly apparent

that the exploratton of control problems in devices held a particuld(r.-

significance for the development of man-machine systems. The applica-

tion of cybernetic pritikiples to instruction was first systematically

developed by Gordon Pask With the introduction of his so-called

adaptive teaching systems in England in 1953 (Lewis and Pask, 1966).

This.was the first of many steps toward a computer-assisted instruction

(CAI): Still anothr influence on educational technology from cyber-

neticVs gaming and simulation.

By the 1970's, the trend is away from a machine, thing-object

orienlation to a technology of instruction rooted in cyberneticil and'- 4

systems analysis, instructional design and behavioral engineering, as

well as decision theory, simulation, and operational research. Today

the dominant terilWas become either instructional oi educational,

technology desPite the firct that sdme still resist this concept and4

7
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fael that the words "communication and learninvor learning resoerce1.1"

should be inclruded. At the present time, a kind of coMpromise has

been reached and the professional' organization of the field in the

United States haa come to be known as the Association for Educational

Communications and Technology.

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN AND MEDIA SELECTION

It seems clear pn the basis or research that no single medium is

supericie in all respects- in any instructional situation, but it is

4

also apparent that any medium can make a viable contribution to almost

any learning task (Schramm, 1977). Nevertheless, present researeh,can

offer only limited or incomplete guidance to the instructiondl designer

in the selection and use of media for instruction. This.need has been

evident for a long time, and eveh now, there is hardly an adequate

solution.to the problem. At a more theOretical'level, both educational

and psychological research has been seriously hampered by the absence,

of a theory of the structure of the symbol systems that constitute

such an important part of odr environment the.media that transmit

these symbols, and the cognit,ive transformations that take.plfce in

those exposed to them.. Research on media, without.this franrwork, has

reflected this limitation (see Allen, 1971).

Some time ago, this author stated that "an urgent need exists foi

a taxonomy/of instructional media which can provide a ay tematic

approach to the selection and mses of media for educatio al purposes"

\\

(Saettler, 1968b). Slnce.this time, important work has beTn done, but

8
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the need still exists: .Aftex reviewing the restarCh in the hope o

FinOing some source of help on this:matter- Campeau summed.up her
,

..s. Cinausions as follows:.

ta.

PA.

If

.067

11

. In brief, an axtensivie literature seerch was for:xesearch
,. evidence.:relevont,to selecting appropriite media W'SpeCifted

learning tasks.- In particular, it wag hoped.that results 6f
. studies on,the instructional. affectfVedess of, media uddeil'a

-variety of, learner and treatment conditions could belipplied 50.
fhe task-Of-attempting to construct a media taxonomy. The disap-
pointing result of the literature Search was that.little more

,

, than a dozen experimental studies were found to meet criteria-
that gave them some asaurince that findings were.interpretatile. 40 -1

, , . . . . .
.

,

Whitt is mosx impressive about this formidable body of lit'erature
surxeyed for'this review is that it shows that instructional
media-are being used extensively, under many diverse,. conditions.,

: and that enormous amounts of money are being spent for the
instillation of Very expensive equipment: All indications are
that decisions .as 0 which audiovispal'devices to purchase,

' install, and use have been based on administrative and orgaftizi-''
tional requirements, and on considerations,of cost, availability,*
and.user preference, not on evidence of,instructional effective- itt.

ness--and ho wonder. TO date, medii4eararch in'post,-school
,

..

. .

seducation has not piovided decision mhke S with praftical, valid-, ,"
. dependable guidelines for making these choides on ihe baiis of

A instructional effectpenesp. (CiMpea6, 1974,'p.,31)
, *.1,7

.
.

...

. .

Commenting further in thp same report, Campeati writef4" '. _
.,

The, questionof which media to.Comphre, Or which-learner. and
.

.medta charaCteristics"to examine should Ve determined in the .

litiht of subject matter and task characteristics.- At present; a'n

evise ser filmed, or tape recorded, or produced in ,

cii
.

lesson
entire uni mmor conrse is prograed, or produced'as a serieS oftA
inultiMedia,forkat, without identifying specific instructional
objectives to-be'met and without analyzing the types and con-
ditiong of:learning required. Learners are assigned to these,

,experimental.treatments without regard for.traits that might
interact.with medii.and task characteristics. (pp: 13-34)

It is.Clear from the Campeau study that a comprehensive analysis
,

Piikrequired ofthe types of learning-tasks and instructiomal events

that make Up teaching as well as an analysis ef-the'media.of instruc-
n."`.

,

tion "that'their:Oaracteristice *Atha ways of uetrig them can be, ,

1
,

. / ). .
. ineoklobrated'into i,de;iin that inv dltvied the total learninatuation.

, ,4

. e n
4,

Mbreover,.such an analysis muspinclude date 'Concernini individual
,

.

9
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. differences and the class.ification of different learning eond4tions.,

Toward Guidelines for the-Design of Instruction

Gagne's The Conditions of Learning (1965) fed the way toward_ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . _ _ . _

bringing a stronger connection between learning theory and the design

of instruction. Other nOtable attempts have been in recent years to

provide a guide to instructional design and media selection. Briggs

wrote a monograph (in collaboration with Gagne and others), instruc:-

tional Media: A Procedure for the Design of Multimedia Intitruction

41966), which deal.% with the planning and developing of instruction
1/4

and particularly with media. He wrote a second book, the ifandbook_o(

'Procedures for the Design of Instruction (1970), for thedesign of

instruction and the selection of media-. In 1974, Gagne and Briggs

wrote their Principles Of Instructional Design. Still another approach

-was made by D. T. To'sti and J. R.,Ball.(1969) throvh.the development

ofa media classification model.

/ Unfortunately, the present state of the art does,not solve the

persisent problem of instruetional design and media selection. As

,

Heidt (1978) says, "Most classification systems claim to be applicable

to the solution of practical problems of media design and instruction.

Such-prétensions, 6Owever, prove to be illusory as soon as a media.
_

deaigner or teacher tttempts to use them fot one of his everyday

;

problems" (pp. 37r38). 'Heitlt says further.

-The criterion of categor,ization is too general or too compleX,
thatlhe classification xesults onlY in trivial statements, as
for example in"Gagne's table-1.71)43re all media are said.to be
suitable "f6r the presenttion of the instrUctional stimulusv
either with'or-vithout

41-
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It is difficult to realize the inatrUctional'relevanceof the
princ4ple of, arrangement chosen.. Whet would be the instructional
consequences if we could detect that two media under discussion
differ with respect td the quantity of sensory,cues they provide?

The.cohcept of mediuM is too complex and too wide. WhaSt for
example, does Gagne, mean by 'teaching machin'? T6e differences
tiOtween the devices covered by that term are immense. 'Or what
does Briggs mean by 'TV'? To what fortil of orga4zation (public"
broadcast, CCTV, etc.) and to What aspect (traesmission, vileo--

tape production, etc.) do his statements refer?

The mdtching of media-with the.respective categories by means of
ratings like 'yes-littilled-no' is too comprehensive and too
general, and often ifiebmprehensible without further information.
What help is it for a teacher to learn that he' may use sound
movies in nearly all instructional situations as Briggs suggests?
Why are printed media supposed.to be suitable for directing
attention while moving pictures are said to be unsuitable? On
such a general level it is possible to give quite a number of
good reasons for a reverse rating. (1978, p. 38)

The development_of differential learning psychoLogy has developed

in recent yearsAand h :vaulted in a particutar learning research

known as "aptitude-treatment interaction" (ATI) or "trait-treatment
,J

interaction" (TTI) research, which considers the connections betwee6

personaliiy traits of thejearner,and variables of the instructional
,

situation: Consequently, the introduction of Modern media into
.

instrUction and fearning has.offered an opportunity to fake into

account the treatment of instructional design and media as part of the

learning environment. Allen (1975) reviewed research concerning

aptitude-treatment-interaction. and') simultaneously, developed 'an

extensive.list of generalizations that instructional deaigners might

use. When Allen looked at the research evidence itself, he said:

4

There is little definitive evidence from the aptitude treafment
Anterection research ihat points conclusively to the employment
of practices that might guide the aelection of the.mote general
instructional strategies, much less lead to the design of specific
instructional media, ,The research results are so fragmentary and
diverse that generalizations from these alone are virtually
impossible...

.11
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We must look beyond the experimental data and base our decisions.
also 06 theories abolifi how.indivIduals learn and process informa-
tion and upon the appltent directions suggested by the findinga...

%

. The translation of research and theory into 461-life applica-
tions is desperately needed. (p. 139)

A provocative approaeh to instructional design and media use has

been offered by SaloMon (1974). According to Salomon, "The better a

symbol system.conveys the critical features of an idea or event, the

more appropriate lb is" (p. 392). Therefore-, in choosing a mediumHof

instruction, one analyzes.what is to be taught, then searches for the

symbolic coding system and the'method of presentation that best fits

the key elements of the information to be transMitled. Thus, "if the

simultaneous operation of valves in an engine is taken as the criticAl

feature, languag'e would not be the appropriate"medium to convey that

sort of information" (p. 392). Salomon makes the point that "since

the reqUirements of task and the effects of media differ, there.can he,

,-- no best technique, method, or medium for the attainment of a general

educational. objeetive'4 (p. 395). Thus, "the search for the 'best'
U

mode of preseqtation for such general goals is therefore bound,to
0.

fail, as ikideed it has failed in the past" (p. 395).

Bloom ,(1956) and nuierous educators and psychologists have

_contributed to the development of a taxonomy of educational objectives.
(f.

Three domainsiSave been considered: cognitive, affective, and psycho-

motor. 'Discussion4 of these three domains and related taxonomies are
4

available from a variety of original and secondary sources (sed, for

'example, Brooks and Friedrich, 1973; Kibler, Barker,.and Miles, 1970).

Although the'objectives were-originally written in general terms, some

writers (je.g., Mager, 19§2; Vargas, 1972) have explained how to make

12
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them behavioral. Probably the most significant research implication *

concerns the use of behavioral objectives as a specific message design

so as to cue Ole learner to attend to relevant information (e.g.,

Kaplan and Rothkopf, 1974; Kaplan and Simrions,. 1974). ,Jean Piaget's

approach, which focuses on both the psychomotor and cognitive domains,

has several implications for the instructiAal desiiner. Slg 1 (1969)
tm-w

notes that teachers should adapt to the developmental changes of learners,

construct curricula based on developmental seTnces, and provide oe
thi

learner with multiple experiences to facilitate learning. It is also

important for young learners to experience 04ir environment through

41ysicallnanipulation.

Researchers have not to this time characterized instructional
1,

tasks and medium potentials precisely endue' to reacA anysdefinitive

conclusions about which medium ig better suited to which educational

objective. In recent years, Olson and Bruner (1974) and Lesser (1974)

have sought to characterize media-specific capabilities. None oi

tile efforts have been supported by very muchexperimental evidence.

As SchrAmm (1977) conclpded after.a comprehensive review of the

research, instructional media may be equally useful for moat educational

tasks. However, the quality of media research is prObably the real

issue. It appears likely that more quality research will be conducted

,in the next decades for the purpose Of determining the total affects

of a given medium or combination of medti In particular learning
-

situations. Probably the crucial question will,focue on the question

of whether-or not individualelearners process information more effectively

yia print visual or audio media, .Mblrover, it Is clear that.educitionar

technology can no longer afford Svemein isolated from the fields of

developmental psychology, differential psychology, and neurospychology

,(Ottrock, 1970.

1.
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.SYSTEMS APPROACHES TO INSTRUCTION

OA: of the most significant advances in educational eechnology in

recent years his boon the development:Of systems approaches to instruc-.

tion. During the 1930'e and'1960's educational technology became

increasingly focused on language laboratories, teaching machines and

programiked instruction, multimedia presentitions, and the use of the

computer in Osaching. Out of this development came a systems approach,

or in effort to design a complete program di develop a course of

instruction to meet specific needs and objectives. This movement,

obviously paralleled the military and business worlds, but the pro-

cedures were similer. Instructional goals and objectives were pre-

cisely defined, thervarious alternatives were analyzed, the instruc-

tional resources were identified and/or developed, a plan of action

was devised, and the results-were continuously evaluated for poseible

modification of the program.

Many instructional systems approeches orinstructional designs

have evolved with their vario4e-floW charts and lists,of steps to be

followed. -One of,the clearest models was develqped in the early

1970's (see Kemp, 1971). Unathy (1968), Corrijan (1969),,end Cagne

(1966),have designed epecificstrategles for instructional systems.

more recent system derived from the operant conditioning'approach is
, 1

the Personalized System of Instruction by Keller end Sherman (1974).

This approach is characterized,by the following featuresLself-pacing,

mastery of content,.emphasis on written materials, the 'use of peer-.

proctors, and the use of lectures as motivational devices. Loughary

(1968) has comMented: "Without carefully defined objectives, the,use

14
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of the systems approach is, likely to be4ducational nonsense" (p.

730). Thus the systems approach is a way of thinking and is ai useful

as the validity of the data fed into the process. Designing precise,

and measuiable objectives is one of the most-definitive and important
.te

,tasks of the systems approach.

A focus on the detign of entire instructional systems provides A
a

clear distinction of educational technology in contrast to traditional

instructional approaches. Gibson (J.971) describes this approach as:

the systematic application of people, ideas, materials, and
equipment to the solution of educational,problems. 'The process
by which the learning materials are selected or produced, by
which the modem of communication are designed, and arranged in
the learning environment, and the strategies-by which human and
non-human resources are utilized to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of education is educational technology. Thus we
are concerned with the application of the systems approach to the
more scientific and precise solution, use, and.evaluation of
resources for the improved design of learning experience.
Further the entire school plant and community are integral, vital
parts. (pp. 14.2)

Educational technology not only includes problems of instructional

design and management of learning, but must atso involve development

aria Management, of diverie educational systems where instruction and

learning can take place.

Conceptual,Contributions to Systems Approaches

There are, .at preseni, distinct discipline areas which contribute

conceptually and methodologically 'to systems approaches. These are

- General SystemeLTheory, cybernetics and the'resulting management

information and control devices and techniques (i.e., program evaluation

and review technique (PERT), and GANTT charts, critical path method

-(CPM), cost benefit analysis, simulation techniques,'and operations

15
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research strategies), and psychosocial systems.which purport to st.,,siy

man's psychological state (system) as a function or product of a

variety of interrelationships,

1

Behavior systems in education range from the "Minisystem" of

programmed. Instruction to complex macrosystems encompassing an entire

school. According to 'zifferblett (1973), it behavior system model

should (a) have the capability of representing all inte'rrelationships

between.different contitigencies (e.g., reading, math, social behavior); .

(b) specify all operations (contingency arrangements) reciuired to

generate and maintain behavior(e.g., time, media, teacher behavior,
s

cost); arid (c) deacilbe,the progress of flow of activities in conduct-
,

V

ing the program (p. 335).

. Behavior,sy,strs evaluation is focused on accomplishment of the .

mission and is primarily concerned withshow system priorities cap be

made more efacient and effective; or, specificallx, what is happening

in scparticular prftram, how can this be represented (interrelation-
,

ships), and how.can operations be continually refined while holding

,the program constant? Operations eesetrch or managemetit science

prOyidis a useful and imOrtant tool for analyzing complex-instruc-

tional systems afid can also be an excellent guide for the design of

instructional systems.

Humanizing the Systtma ApRroach to Instruction
."

A systems.approach is a tool for de4sion making whiehenatles
,

those who'manage the systra to.etate their bias In the form of a goal,

I w
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and to'operate the system so thgt performance will achieve a particular,,

!
-

,

, Agoal. Frequently, the system is viewed as being inhumane or impersonal,

hut if the purpose of-the system is to promote humane interests, the

resulting outcome should be an effectIve and efficient humanized

system.. lt appears obvious that systems can be either inhumane and

depersonalized or pirsonalized and humane. They are whatever they

were, designed tol be.

programmed and Coraputer±ti_DIEILKITEItla

Conceptually and methodologically, programmed instruction and

comAuter-assisted instruction can be viewed as minisystems. (See

Ofiesh and Meirhenry (1964) as a major source of information on

systems applications in Programmed instruction.) In the early 1960's,

definitions of programmed instruction usually described variou's

formats, such as small frames, requirements for responses, and the

Markle (1967) pointed out that such definitioneArestricted the

class of instructional materials that could be called programs. She,

instead, Alefined an instructional program as a "reproducible sequence

of instructional events designed to produce a measurable and consistent

effect on the behavior of each an,d every acceptable student" (p. 104).

This definition has received general acceptance end the terM:"programmAd

instruction" has comae to be widely accepted as "validated instruction"

or is considered to ,be-a systematic development process in which the

developer or inatructional degigner assumes'completeresponsibility

for student learning.,

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) has been defined in many ways

through the years. One definition defines CAI is "an interaction

17
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between & etudent a computer controlled displey,.and a response.ntrv

device for the purpoqe of achievinveducational outcomes" (Bundersen
.

t
. .

and Faust, 1976, p; 47). Without 'eueition,tAI offers a new science

and technology of instructlon whose pOtential hes hardly,been probed.
,

-,,f,

:1' ..'Pexhaps it wili seal day tOiliitittit.e themain thrust of a behavOral.
.

science oriented educatiOnal technblogy.

.The programmed instruetion movement.reached its peak during the

early 1960's. Unfortunately, the claims of programmers far exceeded

-
their skill.and school storehouses began to be filled with unused

teaching machines and programs. By ehe late 1960's and early 1970's,

publishers had drastically retrenched .and there Came to be a reallza-

tion that effect1Ve programmed instruction must involve a systematic

and empirical development process. Meanwhile, the middle 1960,'s

marked the beginning of the boom in tAI. Again,,as in the beginning

of-the programmed instruction movement, computer companies were

merging with publishing companies and there were great exPectations

for profits in the educational market. Federal aid fOr research and

development provided most of the impetus: for CAI and many projects

were begun. By the early 1970's, federal funding had begun to diminish,

and the new educational market had not materialized% ;Computer companies

sand publishers began to withdrew from the field and a new decline set

in. Again, mistakes of the programmed instruction movement had been

repeated because CAI's complexities of hardware, software, and course-

ware,aa well as cost involved had not been sufficiently understood.

A number of nOtable CAI programa have been developed in.recent

years. One of the earliest, the PLATO project, first begun at the

University of Illinois in 1959, has been deihribed elsewhere and need

18
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not be repeated hare. It is important to note that PLATO hMs 'had.a

groat influence on CAI developieMt because it shared ideas and materialo.,

conducted riosearch, and provided a training groundefr the next genera-

,/
tion of CAI developire and users. In 1971, the TICCIT (Time-shared

Interactive Computer-Controlled Lnformation Television) Project was

funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) as a majOr.demonstration

project to develop, teat, #nd demonstrate a minicomputer-basod'CAT

system supporting 128 color television display terminals and delivering

courses in freshman and remedial mathematics and English composition

in two community colleges.

. Various sequencing strategies have been devised in CAI. Ukinson

(113072) has described four criteria which must be met in his approach

to a iheiry of instruction: (a)' a model of the learning process must

exist; (b) admissible instructional actions must be specified; (o)

instructional objectives must be specified; and Mira measurement

scale mgst exist that perMits costs to be assigned to each of the,

instructiolial actions, and values of payoffs to the achievemeRt of

reach overall objective (pp. 921-30:

In recent years, Gordon Peek in Great Britain has developed an

instructional approach to CAI which it radicilly different from the

procedures of Atkinson. Peek's procedure is based on a comprehensive
. ,

'cybernetic theory whifh Qinvolves a conversation between two or more

participants,on a series of topics'that form a conVersational dotain.

One participant is the subject; the other maV be a machine or a person

serving in the 4ole of the perimanter's agent. 'Because of the'
. .

complexity Of this cybernetic learning environment, it.usually involve&
-

some type of complex electronic.equipment. Peek's work is stiit-t6i

19
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well understood in this country, but it appears likely that it may

have significant influence on future approaches to instructional

design as well as'providing a theoretical framework for those working

on artificial intelligence (AT) systems nikr CAi.

It is likely that the greatest progress in eduCatfonal technology
Nh

in the near future will be seen in the development of CAI systems. As

increasingly more sophisticated instructional CAI systems are developed,

it does not seem ovefly optimistic to predict that a historical

breakthrough will be made in the design and development of highly

individualized systems. These systems will be capable Of diagnosing

individual differences, providing for continUous feedback for the

revision and improvement of programs as well as providing for self-

pacing, practice, and conversational procedures between learner and

programmer Involving problem solving situations. Moreover, future

systems promise day-to-day instructional design possibilities which

would allow teachers to become instructional developers fin. Computers

4 without the necessity of learning Computer programming. Just as solid

state technology has.made ealculators widely available, so the micro-
,

computer revolution promises to make CAI terminals-readily accessible-

in homes, schools, and learning centers.

4.

MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES FOR INSTRUCTION

The impact of media technologies on the extension.ot instruetional

.possibilities has been immense in recent years. One important'develop-

mental process is reflected-in the emergence of simpler, more practichl

video retorders, .dassettes and discs, and low cost television epiipment,

20
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New media technologies for the futUre point in ihe direction of bOth

macro 'and micro technologies.. At the macro level, where broadcasting

was once confined to terrestrial transmission0he development of

communications satellite technology has made Marshall McLuhan's

"global village" a reality. Also, as an altirnative to otien broad-

casting, "broadband communleations" or cable systems involving direct

video and audio signald have important implications for educational

broadcasting. At the micro level, an increasing miniaturization of

equipment, or what has been called "microelectronics" As meant that..

.media can be used more extensively. Micro technologies include such

developments as the portapak video camera, the Videocassette, and

electronic films. As distinguished from photographic film, electronic

films are delicate masses of electronically active material ,00ndensed,

for the most part, from hot vapors onto cold, fiard insulating surfaces

such ap glass. Depending on the materials used, such film*, called

either thin or thick, are often ten times thinner than an ordinary

ddap bubble. These films may eventually lead to a television camera

only half an inch square, a hand-held battery-operated-computer, a

form of computer that could store a quarter milliOn bits of information

on a glass slide half a foot square, a nOW type of Video tape which.
. -

could store pictures optically for later readout by an electron beam,

and a revolutionary typeof integrated circuitry for'applicatiön in.

all forms of electronic equipment.

The application of the media technologies foryinstructiot!, occurred

in a number, of waYs during the past decade. Oneof the notable

applications in the industrialised world was that of the Open4niversity
.

in Great Britain; This broadeasting.system,..involying.multimedia.

combinations of radio, television, films, and programmed materials,

21
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began in 1971. Foundation 'courses, created by course teams of borli

media and academic specialists, were directed to over fiity thousand

students throughout inglatid. A similar approach was made by "Project

Sun" in Nebraska where the murtimedia mlx involved television:audio

cassettes, newspapers, learning kits, and leterni7ng resource centers. ,

The development of telecommunications I

satellite systems brought

about some interesting educational experiments. The first were in

audio, involving health education in Alaska, i.e., the PEACESAT (Pan-

Paciftr Education and Communications Experiments by Satellite) System.

The (I. S. Office of Education has conducted its experiments on ATS-I

and ATS-.3 satellites, utilizing not only the PEACESAT ground stations,

but those in Alaska and Appalachia as well.

ATS-6, launched in May 1974, broadcast for a period of nine

months to moge Chan fifty rural schools in an eight-state area in the

Rocky Mountains. Programming emphasited career, education, and..social

and environmental studies. Later, this same satellite was moved to

India where it contributed to the Indian Satellite Instructional

Television Experiment (SITE). Programs were prochiced under the

4
control of AJI India Radio and were beamed for four hours a day (usirig

one video and two audio channels) to 2,400 villages in six states.'

Meanwhile, the newest available expeyimental communications satellite

Is a joint U. S.-Canadian venture, the Communications Technology

Satellite (CTS). Like.ATS-6, it ie desigped to explore the technological

configuratison of.a high power satellite workfng with small and relatively

inexpensive ground statians.

At pr,esent;'.there are'four Operating commercial domestic satellite

systems in the United States: those of Western Union, RCkk American

Communications, and Comsat General. Of particular ititerest to educatiopal

. %.

. .

: ii l' '! ,' ''''' '' :''''''''' ..,7
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broadcasters is_thi fact that public broadcasting has.contracted with

Western Union to replace thajrrestrial interconnection for public

telaVision, suPplIed in the past by the telephone company, with

interconnectiOn for t Affiliates of National Public Radio to be

added in 1980.

In terms of the future applications of eatellites for educational

,purposei, it can be stated with some assurance that future developments -

will intensify and expand in this field,. :Additional experimental
.10

e
1

communicat$ofis seitellites are inithe talking.and planning stage. One
-

A

of the molieSigatiCaht implicatiiona of:the National Institute of
I.

6

Educatton funding of satellite experimints may be the impetua it can
0 4
pre for future experimentation-and development.

Comduniiptions satellites used for'broadcasting as well as

telephony unquestionably present opportunities unparalleled by more

tvaditional media tecbnologies, but theY lack the kind of interactive

communication which the traditional media do provide. For example,'

the use of posters, filmstrips, films, maps, charts, etc., may more

:effectively meat such needs as mobility and low Cost. The Oetentials
,

of radio, with its easy accessibility, relatpi4y Jaw post, ahd itW""
f *A
possibiTIV14s efor.two-way ieteractive commuAication have not been

fully realized in'the industrialized nations. 'In contrast, too much

I

rr

attntion tends to focus on audk-Iii-g; prestigious media as television',

computers, and satellites. Neither so-callod "big media" or.";.ittle'
00

media" are ilecessarily better or aOre effective in instructional

Aituations. It is clear, however,- that the increasing diversity and

dovilopient oimedia technologies will reciuire serious decisions about

.

4-rapidly expanding range of strategic alternatives that will be

appropriate for specific eduiationakobjectives.

11
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PROBLEMS OF EDUCATIONAL TECKNOLOGY

The potential of ducational technology is revoluiionary, but

this potential is not likely to be realised in any reasonable time

unless a,number of serious picibloins are solved. These problems

involve public policy issuesi technical atrategies, research and

evaluation, as well as the problems associated with the development

of a behavioral science oriented educational technology.

An tntegrated approich ta educational planning and research is

needed. The great advances of media t4ehnologies and their rapid

expansion in recent decades calls for a new type of research typified

by the works of Elihu Katz,(1977), Katz and Wedell (1977), Parker and

Mohammadi (1977), and AnthOny pettinger (1977). An integrated approach

to the,problems of educational policy and planning would have_to focus

on message content, intent, production, distriburton, and evaluation.'

Also, since most Media research in the United States has followed the

Shannon-Lasswell paradigm bf the communication process called
t-,^4.4,4 44,4444, Mt,. Z./

4 '44'CA4=C4flen r e (S) sends a message (M), via certain channels (C),

to,the receiver (R), who responds or reacts tc this stimulus with an

effect (E)), it is time that media researchers adopt new, more fruitful

'paradigms. "the prevailing model essumes a mechanistic and atomistic

"approach to the Communication process and focuses on the effects of' the

source, message,or the channel on change in knowledge, attitude, and

overt behaVior of the receiver--as if he br he were passive and lived

in-social isolation. Therefore, 0mt researchers have reversed the

question of media effects to ask, rather, what uses and gratifications

th. receiver brings to the media.% Katz (1977) has described this media

research trend As follows:

24
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They are examining (Singer, 1976; and yuner and Olson, 1973),
together with,brain specialists (Blakemore, 1977), how Anforma-
tion is processed, and more specifically, what physical and
psychological functions are activated by different kinds of
medii (pictured, spoken words,.music, print). Is such informa-
tion stored differently, and under what circumstanée is it
recalled? What.sorts of infoiMation are moult compatible with
which of the media? Are sone people specialiied iwprocessing
one or another sort of information?. How well do different
media coMbine? Is there a learning process inl.tolved in dealing
with .4 particular medium (Salomon, 1972) and if ao, is it also
_applied to other situations?...., Gratification studies in Israel
and AustraliaA(Kats and Gurevitch, 1976; Kippax and'Murray, 1976)
have found timit7bboks are thought to cultivate-the inner stlf;'.
films and fstevision,to give pleasure;'and newspapers,,more'
than otherjedia, to give feeling of efficacy and stability.
Radio is high on companionship..,. Television performs more
different runctions than any of-the media, but there is debate
over whether its role as agent cif information is deemed as'

.

important.by the audience, as its role as agent of entertainment.
(p. 30)

It seems abundantly olear that educational technology cannot reach

its full potential until research discovers more about the learning

Orocess and hbw it varies in each individual with different instruc-

tional treatments. Although media research shows no significant

difference in achievement than control groups taught by a teacher, the

findings show, as pointed out by Oettinger and Zapol that:

Learning'is largely independent of the details of means, hence
...issues of policy and technology, on the one hand, and of
learning method and content, on the other'hand.are essentially
independent. No-significanto-difference findings, therefor.e,
leave alternatives to the accept:id ways\oi schdoling wide-open,

'alternatives that might, according.to public preferences, achieve
lesser costs, greater individualisation, or some other personal
or social lbenefit without, at the vety least, making any differ-
ence so far as measurable learning performante is conceived.
T4ese benefits are neither all equally attractive to everyone
nor unequivocally measurable. Preference* and priorities keep
changing. Acceptable strategies for making technology responsive
to learning must therefore permit continuing ind.diverse public
choices; decisiOns about ends and means must be reserved as
matters of public policy and not left unattended to experts. The
strategic question of how technology affects control over the
means of-learning must take preference over pedegogical nits to

?5
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assure that public preferencesdr significant differences, if
ome r ever fAindwill be accommodated and not dictated by
how technology is deployed. (pp. 077)*

One of the be'lic prOblems confronting the Anierican educational

system is that it is not in fact treated as a system. It has been

generally fragmented and broken down into discrete functions. Moreover,

edu'eators, for the most part have resisted theLideas of operatdonal

research and systems analysis. As a consequence little or no consid-

eration has been given to the total learning environment. Until all the

theories of learning are synthesized and brought together in one system,

there is not likely to be an effective way to unify the structure and

process of insiruction. In-additiml, any system analysis must take

into account the timetable tor bringing about irtructional plans as

well as determining the probable costs. Very little has been done to

define what 6structional priorities should be established and how

educational technology can:be implemented to realize these goals.,

This author is convinced that the most exciting contribution of

educational technology in the future will have to be in the alga

instructional systems rather than media.

In the years ahead, instructional,units wiil probabgte more

!flexible, than,theylirosently are and_ each unit or instructional

:system may invol.ve the learner in'designilpg various aspects of the
!

program. While some may view the systems approach\as depersonalized

and inhuman, it is important to point out that educiational technology lks

,., .

1 . ,

has the'potentiwl ot.developing a system .0 bO humanizing W*!well. A

systems approaCh does dot 4e-personalize education unlesw it is

designed'for that purpose. The essential problem of educational

*Pages indicated refer to the chapter preprint which is available as
ED7064

..11.-...; , . , 1".., ! , 0
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technokogy is that it has been restricted to media when the real need

is a new concelOtualisation of instruction as a eVstem.

PROSPECTS

In terms.c;f media technology, the future Promises many communica-
,

tions marvels. For example, it is likely that a portable terminal/

display "carrel" may be developed whereby the user could have immediate

access.to practically all of the printed or audio-video information

stored anywhere in the world. This electrdnic carrel would contain a

'video monitor, a photocopier to instantaneously reproduce any material

desired, a fiber-optic laser terminal that would'provide potential

access to thousands'of information channels, and a series of opera-
...)

tional modes'whT could give the learner access to computerAbased

instructional programs or to instructional materials in every viewing"

or "littenIng" mode. Meanwhile, the home itself may be transformed

into an instructional resource or learning center by means of a

television wall screen connected to videotapes, facsimile printers,

and minicomputers which can be activated to tiansmit any type of

stored information Or instructional program available. By means of ,

two-way communication, the learner will alio be able to send messages

as well as receive them. A real breakthrough in man-computer communi

cations will come with the development of spaech interfaces for

computers. Through this capability and the universally avAilable

telephone system, as wet. as radio and cable communications with

computers, computer capability will be opened to almost everyone who

has access to a telephone. With this development-the possibility of

27
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if
extensive in ructionalliomputer networks is likely to materialize

in the futur.

Speculations about the technical possibilities of the future are

relatively easy because most of the hardware components have already

been wbrked out theoretically or ie a practical sense. However, the

fficult predictions for the future of educational technology focus

on the process itself. As we have indicated in the previous section,

the real problem of educItional technology is that of instructional

design. For example, John Coodlad, after A comprehensive study of

educational practices in the United States, concluded that:

Many of the changes we.have believed to be taking place in
schooling have not been getting into classrooms; changes
widely recommended for the schools over the past fifteen
years were blunted'on school and classroom dook. Chances
are, mbst teachrs seeking to teacil inductively, to use a
range of instructional media, to individualize instruction,
to nongrade or team teach, have never seen any of these
things done,well, let along participated in'them to the
ppint of getting a 'feel" for them or how to proceed on
their own. We simply do not have in this country an array
of exemplary models displaying alternative modes of school-
ing, in spite of assumed local control and diversity. (p. 103)

A look into the future sees the realization of.a new conceptuali-

zation of Instruction as a system. However, this.development promises

to be evolutionary rather than revolutionary. There is an obvious lag

between our abflity to eritablish the level of the behavioral change we

Aesire and our ability to determine whether..the change has occurred.

This problem will have to be solved if'a true systems approach is to

be developed. Moreover, it has rareli been pointed out or recognized

as a irohlein,that information and knoilledge are not identical or

synonymous as it is frequently assumed. For example, computer informa-

tioal*stems are not just objective recording devices. They also

reflect concepts, hopes, and attitudes. Thus, the communications

28
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revolution has within 'it the poison seed, of the pest'. Instead of
;

creating a "new future," modern communi6stions may mask thi upderlyfing
.1

forces of politics and. power,

It is the 'articulir futuristic bias.. of this writer that

educatianal technology can generate humanistic experiences.
t

Thus,

system designed specifically tor thtit purpose will synchronize the

methods and means and evaluation so as to bring about an effective

a

goals,

and

humane system. However, unless some basic conceptual, methodological,

and political changes occur within the foreseeable future, the glawing

expectations for educational technology may not be realized before-the

end of this century. Let us hope that educational technology in 2001

A.D. will develop into something far more exciting and creative than

we now have.

.,77:;;47;.4--v:-..- 7 7747,71.- ;: 7:t 7.:1174.7.7"
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